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1 First steps in the folklore of knots, links and knot invariants.1.1 Knots and linksIntuitively, a knot is a irle embedded in the ambient spae up to elasti deformation; a link is a �nite familyof disjoint knots.Examples 1.1 Here are some pitures of simple knots and links. More examples an be found in [Ro℄.
The trivial knot The trivial 3-omponent link

The right-handed trefoil knot The left-handed trefoil knot
The �gure-eight knot The Hopf link
The Whitehead link The Borromean ringsLet `k S1 denote the disjoint union of k oriented irles. We will represent a knot (resp. a k-omponentlink) by a C1 embedding1 of the irle S1 (resp. of `k S1) into the ambient spae R3.De�nition 1.2 An isotopy of R3 is a C1 maph : R3 � I �! R3suh that ht = h(:; t) is a di�eomorphism for all t 2 [0; 1℄. Two embeddings f and g as above are said to beisotopi if there is an isotopy h of R3 suh that h0 = Identity and g = h1 Æ f . Link isotopy is an equivalenerelation. (Cheking transitivity requires smoothing... See [Hi℄.)Remark 1.3 The above de�nition of isotopi embeddings is equivalent to the following one:A link isotopy is a C1 map h : kaS1 � I �! R31The reader is referred to [Hi℄ for the basi onepts of di�erential topology as well as for more sophistiated ones.2



suh that ht = h(:; t) is an embedding for all t 2 [0; 1℄. Two embeddings f and g as above are said to be isotopiif there is an isotopy h suh that h0 = f and h1 = g.The non-obvious impliation of the equivalene omes from the isotopy extension theorem [Hi, Theorem 1.3,p.180℄.Exerise 1.4 (**) Prove that for any C1 embedding f : S1 �! R3, there exists a ontinuous map h :S1 � I �! R3 suh that ht = h(:; t) is a C1 embedding for all t 2 [0; 1℄, h0 is a representative of the trivialknot, and h1 = f . (Hint : Put the ompliated part of f in a box, and shrink it.)De�nition 1.5 A knot is an isotopy lass of embeddings of S1 into R3. A k-omponent link is an isotopy lassof embeddings of `k S1 into R3.De�nition 1.6 Let � : R3 �! R2 be the projetion de�ned by �(x; y; z) = (x; y). Let f : `k S1 ,! R3 bea representative of a link L. The multiple (resp. double) points of � Æ f are the points of R2 that have several(resp. two) inverse images under � Æf . A double point is said to be transverse if the two tangent vetors to � Æfat this point generate R2. � Æ f : `k S1 ,! R2 is a regular projetion of L if and only if � Æ f is an immersionwhose only multiple points are transverse double points.Proposition 1.7 Any link L has a representative f whose projetion � Æ f is regular.Sketh of proof: In fat, it ould be justi�ed with the help of [Hi℄ that when the spae of representatives ofa given link is equipped with a suitable topology, the representatives whose projetion is regular form a denseopen subspae of this spae. The reader an also omplete the following sketh of proof. A PL or pieewise linearlink representative is an embedding of a �nite family of polygons whose restritions to the polygon edges arelinear. Suh a PL representative an be smoothed by replaing a neighbborhood of a vertex like by inthe same plane. It is a representative of our given link if the smooth representatives obtained by smoothing loseenough to the verties are representatives of our link. A planar linear projetion of suh a PL representativeis regular if there are only �nitely many multiple points whih are only double points without verties in theirinverse image. Observe that an orthogonal projetion of a generi PL representative is regular if the diretionof the kernel of the projetion avoids :I. the vetor planes parallel to the planes ontaining one edge and one vertex outside that edge.II. the diretions of the lines that meet the interiors of 3 distint edges.Fix a triple of pairwise non oplanar edges. Then for every point in the third edge there is at most one lineinterseting this point and the two other edges. One an even see that the set of diretions of lines interset-ing these three edges is a dimension one ompat submanifold of the projetive plane RP 2 parametrized bysubintervals of this third edge. Thus, the set of allowed oriented diretions for the kernel of the projetion isthe omplement of a �nite number of one-dimensional submanifolds of the sphere S2. Therefore it is an opendense subset in S2 aording to a weak version of the Morse-Sard theorem [Hi, Proposition 1.2, p.69℄ or [Mi,p.16℄. Note that hanging the diretion of the projetion amounts to omposing the embedding by a rotation ofSO(3). Now, it is easy to smooth the projetion, and to get a smooth representative whose projetion is linear.QEDDe�nition 1.8 A diagram of a link is a regular projetion equipped with the additional under/over infor-mation : at a double point, the strand that rosses under is broken near the rossing. Note that a link iswell-determined by one of its diagrams. The onverse is not true as the following diagrams of the right-handedtrefoil knot show.
Nevertheless, we have the following theorem 3



Theorem 1.9 (Reidemeister theorem (1926) [Re℄) Up to orientation-preserving di�eomorphism of theplane, two diagrams of a link an be related by a �nite sequene of Reidemeister moves that are loal hanges ofthe following type: Type I : $ $Type II : $Type III : $ and $As it will often be the ase during this ourse, these pitures represent loal hanges. They should be understoodas parts of bigger diagrams that are unhanged outside their pitured parts.Lak of proof of the Reidemeister theorem: It ould be proved by studying the topology of the spae ofrepresentatives of a given link, that a generi path between two representatives whose projetions are regular inthis spae (i.e. a generi isotopy) only meets a �nite number of times three walls made of singular representatives.The �rst wall that leads to the �rst Reidemeister move is made of the representatives that have one vertialtangent vetor (and nothing else prevent their projetions from being regular). The seond wall that leads tothe seond move is made of embeddings whose projetions have one non-transverse double point whereas thethird wall (that leads to RIII) is made of embeddings whose projetions have one triple point. QEDRemark 1.10 The unproved Reidemeister theorem will not be needed in the following hapters of the ourse.Nevertheless, the following exerise an help understanding a proof idea of the Reidemeister theorem.Exerise 1.11 (**) Say that a PL representative of a link is generi if its only pairs of oplanar edges are thepairs of edges that share one vertex. Consider a generi pieewise linear link representative. Prove that for anypair (�; �) 2 SO(3)2 suh that � Æ � Æ f and � Æ � Æ f are regular, (smoothings of) � Æ � Æ f and � Æ � Æ f arerelated by a �nite sequene of Reidemeister moves.Exerise 1.12 (**) Prove that there are at most 4 knots that an be represented with at most 4 rossings(namely, the trivial knot, the two trefoil knots and the �gure-eight knot).Exerise 1.13 (**) Prove that the set of knots is numerable.A rossing hange is a loal modi�ation of the type$ :Proposition 1.14 Any link an be unknotted by a �nite number of rossing hanges.Proof: At a philosophial level, it omes from the fat that R3 is simply onneted, and that a homotopyh : S1� [0; 1℄ �! R3 that transforms a link into a trivial one an be replaed by a homotopy that is an isotopyexept at a �nite number of times where it is a rossing hange. (Consider h � [0; 1℄ : (x; t) 7! (h(x; t); t) 2R3� [0; 1℄. h an be pertubed so that h� [0; 1℄ is an immersion with a �nite number of multiple points that aretransverse double points -[Hi, Exerise 1, p.82℄-...)Here is however an elementary onstrutive proof of the proposition from a link diagram. Number theomponents of the link from 1 to m. Choose an open ar of every omponent Ki of the link that ontains norossing inverse image, and hoose two distint points bi and ai on this oriented ar so that ai follows bi on thisar. Then hange the rossings in your link diagram if neessary so that:1. If i < j, Ki rosses Kj under Kj .2. When we follow the omponent Ki from ai to bi, we meet the lowest preimage of the rossing before meetingthe orresponding highest preimage.After these (possible) modi�ations, we get a diagram of a (usually di�erent) link that is represented by an4



embedding whose �rst two oordinates an be read on the projetion and whose third oordinate is given by areal-valued height funtion h that an be hosen so that h(ai) = 2i, h(bi) = 2i+ 1, and h is stritly inreasingfrom ai to bi and stritly dereasing from bi to ai. (This is onsistent with the above assumptions on therossings.) Then the obtained link is a disjoint union of omponents (separated by horizontal planes) that haveat most two points at eah height and that an therefore not be knotted. QEDDe�nition 1.15 The disjoint union K1`K2 of two knots K1 and K2 is represented by two representativesof the knots sitting in two disjoint balls of the ambient spae. The disjoint union of two regular projetions ofK1 and K2 -where the two projetions lie in disjoint disks of the plane R2- is a regular projetion of K1`K2.The loal hange in suh a projetion of K1`K2:K1K2 beomes K1℄K2 K1℄K2transformsK1`K2 into the onneted sum K1℄K2 of K1 andK2. The onneted sum of knots is a ommutativewell-de�ned operation. A knot is said to be prime if it annot be written as a onneted sum of two non-trivialknots. Modulo ommutativity, every knot an be expressed in a unique way as the onneted sum of a �nitenumber of prime knots. (See [Li, Theorem 2.12℄. ) Let K be a knot represented by an embedding f from S1into R3. The reverse �K of K is the knot represented by the embedding f Æ onj where onj is the omplexonjugation ating on the unit irle S1 of the omplex plane. The mirror image K of K is the knot representedby the embedding � Æ f where � is the reetion of R3 suh that �(x; y; z) = (x; y;�z). If K is presented by adiagram D, K is presented by the mirror image D of D that is obtained from D by hanging all its rossings.Examples 1.16 The two trefoil knots are mirror images of eah other. The �gure-eight knot is its own mirrorimage. (You have surely proved it when solving Exerise 1.12!) There are knots whih are not equivalent totheir reverses, like the eight-rossing knot 817 in [Li, Table 1.1, p.5℄. Here is a piture of the onneted sum ofthe �gure-eight knot and the right-handed trefoil knot.
The onneted sum of the �gure-eight knot and the right-handed trefoil knotThe general open problem in knot theory is to �nd a satisfatory lassi�ation of knots, that is an intelligentway of produing a omplete and repetition-free list of knots 2. A less ambitious task is to be able to deide fromtwo knot presentations whether these presentations represent the same knot. This will sometimes be possiblewith the help of knot invariants.1.2 Link invariantsDe�nition 1.17 A link invariant is a funtion from the set of links to another set.Suh a funtion an be de�ned as a funtion of diagrams that is invariant under the Reidemeister moves.De�nition 1.18 A positive rossing in a diagram is a rossing that looks like (up to rotation of the plane).(The "shortest" ar that goes from the arrow of the top strand to the arrow of the bottom strand turnsounterlokwise.) A negative rossing in a diagram is a rossing that looks like .2A table of prime knots with at most 9 rossings is given in [Ro℄. In this table, knots are not distinguished from their reverses andtheir mirror images. Aording to Thistlethwaithe, with the same onventions, the table of prime knots with 15 rossings ontains253293 items [Li, Table 1.2, p.6℄. 5



De�nition 1.19 The linking number for two omponent links is half the number of the positive rossings thatinvolve the two omponents minus half the number of negative rossings that involve the two omponents.Exerise 1.20 Use Reidemeister's theorem to prove that the linking number is a link invariant. Use the linkingnumber to distinguish the Hopf link from the Whitehead link.Remark 1.21 Every knot bounds an oriented3 embedded surfae in R3. See [Ro, p.120℄ or [Li, Theorem 2.2℄.Suh a surfae is alled a Seifert surfae of the knot. The linking number of two knots ould be de�ned as theintersetion number of a knot with a Seifert surfae of the other one... and there are lots of other de�nitions.Examples 1.22 There are numerial knot invariants that are easy to de�ne but diÆult to ompute like:� the minimal number of rossings m(L) in a projetion,� the unknotting number of a knot that is the minimal number of rossing hanges to be performed in R3to unknot the knot (i.e. to make it equivalent to the trivial knot),� the genus of a knot that is the minimal genus of an oriented embedded surfae bounded by the knot.An invariant is said to be omplete if it is injetive. The knot itself is a omplete invariant. There areinvariants oming from algebrai topology like the fundamental group of the omplement of the link. A tubularneighborhood of a knot is a solid torus S1�D2 embedded in R3 suh that its ore S1�f0g is (a representativeof) the knot. (See [Hi, Theorem 5.2, p.110℄ for the existene of tubular neighborhoods.) A meridian of a knotis the boundary of a small disk that intersets the knot one transversally and positively. A longitude of theknot is a urve on the boundary of a tubular neighborhood of the knot that is parallel to the knot. Up toisotopy, the longitudes of a knot are lassi�ed by their linking number with the knot. The preferred longitudeof a knot is the one suh that its linking number with the knot is zero. Aording to a theorem of Waldhausen[Wa℄, the fundamental group equipped with two elements that represent the oriented meridian of the knotand the preferred longitude is a omplete invariant of the knot. (See also [He, Chapter 13℄). Aording to amore reent diÆult theorem of Gordon and Lueke [GL℄, the knot omplement , that is the ompat 3-manifoldthat is the losure of the omplement of a knot tubular neighborhood (viewed up to orientation-preservinghomeomorphism), determines the knot up to orientation. Nevertheless, these meaningful invariants are hard tomanipulate.Exerise 1.23 The segments of a link diagram are the onneted omponents of the link diagram that aresegments between two underrossings where the diagram is broken. An admissible 3-olouring of a link diagramis a funtion from the set of segments of a diagram to the three-element set fBlue, Red, Yellowg suh that,for any rossing, the image of the set of (usually three) segments that meet at the rossing ontains eitherone or three elements (exatly). Prove that the number of admissible 3-olourings is a link invariant. Use thisinvariant number to distinguish the trefoil knots from the �gure-eight knot, and the Borromean link from thetrivial 3-omponent link. (In fat the admissible 3-olourings of a link are in one-to-one orrespondene with therepresentations of the fundamental group of the link omplement to the group of permutations of 3 elementsthat map the link meridians to transpositions.)1.3 Finite type knot invariantsDe�nition 1.24 A singular knot with n double points is represented by an immersion with n transverse doublepoints that is an embedding when restrited to the omplement of the preimages of these double points.Two suh immersions f and g are said to be isotopi if there is an isotopy h of R3 suh that h0 = Identityand g = h1 Æ f .A singular knot with n double points is an isotopy lass of suh immersions with n double points.Example 1.253Boundaries are always oriented with the "outward normal �rst" onvention.6



A singular knot with two double pointsDe�nition 1.26 Let be a double point of a singular knot. This double point an disappear in a positiveway by hanging into , or in a negative way by hanging into . Note that the sign of suh adesingularisation, that an be seen in a diagram as above, is de�ned from the orientation of the ambient spae.Choose one strand involved in the double point. Call this strand the �rst one. Consider the tangent plane tothe double point, that is the vetor plane equipped with the basis (tangent vetor ~v1 to the �rst strand, tangentvetor ~v2 to the seond one). This basis orients the plane, and allows us to de�ne a positive normal vetor ~n tothe plane (that is a vetor ~n orthogonal to ~v1 and ~v2 suh that the basis (~v1,~v2,~n) is an oriented basis of R3).Then the positive desingularisation is obtained by pushing the �rst strand in the diretion of ~n. Note that thisde�nition is independent of the hoie of the �rst strand.Notation 1.27 Let K be a singular knot with n double points numbered by 1,2 . . . , n. Let f be a mapfrom f1; 2 : : : ; ng to f+;�g. Then Kf denotes the genuine knot obtained by removing every rossing i by thetranformation: i beomes if f(i) = +, and i beomes if f(i) = �.Let K denote the set of knots. Let Z[K℄ denote the free Z-module with basis K. Then [K℄ denotes the followingelement of Z[K℄: [K℄ = Xf :f1;2:::;ng�!f+;�g (�1)℄f�1(�)Kfwhere the symbol ℄ is used to denote the ardinality of a set.Proposition 1.28 We have the following equality in V:[ ℄ = [ ℄� [ ℄that relate the brakets of three singular knots that are idential outside a ball where they look like in the abovepitures.Proof: Exerise.De�nition 1.29 Let G be an abelian group. Then any G-valued knot invariant I is extended to Z[K℄, linearly.It is then extended to singular knots by the formulaI(K) def= I([K℄)Let n be an integer. A G-valued knot invariant I is said to be of degree less or equal than n, if it vanishes atsingular knots with (n + 1) double points. Of ourse, suh an invariant if of degree n if it is of degree less orequal than n without being of degree less or equal than (n � 1). A G-valued knot invariant I is said to be of�nite type or of �nite degree it is of degree n for some n. Note that we ould have de�ned the extension ofa G-valued knot invariant to singular knots by indution on the number of double points using the indutionformula: I( ) = I( )� I( ):De�nition 1.30 Let V be a vetor spae. A �ltration is a dereasing sequene of vetor spaesV = V0 � V1 � : : : � Vn � Vn+1 � : : :7



that begins with V0 = V . The graded spae assoiated to suh a �ltration is the vetor spaeG = �1k=1Gk((Vn)) where Gk((Vn)) = VkVk+1Let K = Q, R or C. Let V denote the K-vetor spae freely generated by the knots. Let Vn denote thesubspae of V generated by the brakets of the singular knots with n double points. The Vassiliev �ltration ofV is the sequene of the Vn. Let In denote the set of K-valued invariants of degree less or equal than n. In isnothing but the dual vetor spae of VVn+1 that is the spae of linear forms on VVn+1 .In = Hom( VVn+1 ;K) = � VVn+1��Proposition 1.31 InIn�1 = � VnVn+1��Proof: Exerise.Exerise 1.32 (*) Let � 2 In, let � 2 Im. De�ne the invariant �� at genuine knots K by ��(K) = �(K)�(K).Prove that �� 2 In+m.Here are some natural questions, and the way we are going to try to anwer them.Question 1: Are there �nite type invariants and how many are they? In other words, what is the dimension ofVnVn+1 ?In the next subsetion, we are going to bound this dimension from above. Examples of easily-omputable�nite type invariants will be given at the end of this �rst hapter in Subsetion 1.5.Question 2: How an �nite type invariants be onstruted?We will answer this question by onstruting the Kontsevih integral . The Kontsevih integral is a knotinvariant Z valued in a vetor spae A suh that anyK-valued �nite type invariant is obtained as a ompositionof Z by a linear form. Unfortunately, the spae A that will be presented in the next subsetion is not yetwell-understood. Nevertheless, we will show that Lie algebras provide linear forms on A. The so-alled quantuminvariants are obtained by omposing Z by suh linear forms.Question 3: How is Z related to lassial knot invariants?We will relate the Kontsevih integral to the Milnor invariants and the Alexander polynomial that an bede�ned from the �1 of link omplements.Question 4: What algebrai struture does the spae of �nite type invariants arry?We an see from Exerise 1.32 that this spae is an algebra overK. In fat �1n=1 InIn�1 is even a Hopf algebra.We are going to get aquainted with the Hopf algebra strutures.Question 5: How an one relate two knots that are not distinguished by invariants of degree less than n?We shall prove the theorem of Stanford [St℄ that desribes elementary topologial modi�ations of type nsuh that two knots are not distinguished by invariants of degree less than n if and only if they are related bya �nite sequene of these modi�ations.Question 6: Do �nite type invariants separate knots?This question is still open... 8
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